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QUESTION 1

Your developers have designed an application that acts as an authority for an agent password reset application. Which
of the following is the minimum rights that must be assigned and to whom? 

A. The server document of each authorized server must give the end user "Run restrictedLotusScript/ Java agents" 

B. The server document of each authorized server must give the agent server "Run unrestrictedJava/ JavaScript/COM" 

C. The server document of each authorized server must give the administrator "Sign agents to run on behalf of
someone else" 

D. The server document of each authorized server must give the agent signer "Sign or run restricted LotusScript/Java
agents" 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are in the process of upgrading your Domino environment to version 8.5 and have implemented the ID vault on one
of the servers as well as some of the deployed clients. The clients are attempting to upload their ID files to the vault on
home servers that are not version 8.5 yet. Which of the following will the client experience next? 

A. The Notes client presents an error that an ID vault is not available on the home server 

B. The Notes client asks its home server for a list of servers that have a replica of the vault 

C. The Notes client does NOT present an error but will not be able to upload the ID file to a vault 

D. The Notes client will generate a notification to the ID vault managers notifying themof thefailed attempt 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Mike has implemented Lotus Traveler for his mobile users. The users have requested the ability to read and send
encrypted mail. Which of the following are required for this request to beavailable? 

A. Users must mail themselves a copy of their Notes ID files 

B. Users must upload their Notes ID files to their mail database 

C. Users must upload their Notes ID files to their personal address book 

D. Users must attach their Notes ID files to a draft email message in their mail database 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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An attempt was made by the Domino administrator to delete the ID vault on the Domino server. The vault was currently
in use so the deletion was halted. Which of the following server commands will attempt to process the deletion again? 

A. show idvaults 

B. tell idvault process delete 

C. load idvault update -remove 

D. tell idvault delete  

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Sam has been directed to create dynamic policies to set certain desktop settings depending on to which group a user
belongs. What does Sam need to do in order to accomplish this task? 

A. Sam needs to create the policy and assign the policy to the corresponding group. 

B. Sam would create the policies and assign the policies based on the home server for each user. 

C. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory and the PolicyCreator role to create the policy. Sam would then
create the policy and assign groups to the policy. 

D. Sam needs Editor access to the Domino Directory, and the PolicyCreator and PolicyModifier roles to create the
policy. Sam would then create the policy and assign groups to the policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Domino roaming for the Notes standard configuration clients in Domino 8.5 and later offers the ability to synchronize
which of the following? 

A. A notebook database and autosave database 

B. The user ID file and local Eclipse XML configuration files 

C. A feeds subscription database and an Eclipse plug-in data and preferences database 

D. The Activities plug-in configuration and the integrated Sametime Connect configurations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

How does custom Java code and standard Java API libraries differ from Signed Agents when executing in a Notes
client? 

A. There is no difference. The signer of the XPage application will be checked against the ECL of the local workstation. 
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B. The permissions of the XPage application signer are checked against the Java Security Manager FCL to determine if
the signer has permission to perform the operation. 

C. When the code is executed the Java Security Manager passes a permission check to the Notes Client ECL to see if
the XPage application signer has permission to perform the operation. 

D. Custom Java code and standard Java API libraries are not bound by the local ECL like Signed Agents are. The
runtime permissions are based on the XPage ECL which is contained in the XPage application. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

In Lotus Notes 8.5, the start-up sequence has been reordered for users. Presume that the following notes.ini entry is
configured: ENABLE_EARLY_AUTHENTICATION=0 

Which of the following occurs to the user experience? 

A. Users are not allowed to utilize Windows shared login 

B. Users are prompted to authenticate before the Notes workbench 

C. The Notes workbench appears, and users are prompted to authenticate 

D. Users are forced to utilize Windows shared login instead of Notes login 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Domino Attachment and Object Service is supported on each of the following, EXCEPT? 

A. Mailbox databases 

B. DB2 enabled databases 

C. Non-mail file databases 

D. Domino servers hosted on an operating system in a virtual environment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Mailbox event notification is also a router optimization, and it means when the router in Domino is running in a steady
state and a new message is deposited in MAIL.BQX, a copy of the message is made and placed on a mailbox event
queue which is then used by a new MailEvent thread in the router. The router can use the copy of the message for what
purpose? 

A. Makes extra copies of the note for delivery to multiple recipients. 
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B. Discover new messages or transfer notes without fully opening them for delivery. 

C. Discovers new messages, but requires a search of MAILBOX and a full note open to deliver the 

message. 

D. Delivers new messages without a full note open, but requires a search of MAILBOX in order to discover new
messages. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

By default, in which of the following ways is the DAOS storage encrypted? 

A. No encryption is applied 

B. Medium encryption by the server ID file 

C. Strong encryption by the server ID file 

D. Medium encryption for each user linked to an attachment 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You completed the process of upgrading your Domino server, and you are in the process of enabling DAOS for your
user mail files. When can you enable the DAOS feature for mail files that will not be upgraded until a later date? 

A. Immediately 

B. After themail fileupgrade 

C. When users approve the mailfileupgrade 

D. After running the required compact task 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which version of Domino is the earliest version of Domino that DOT (Domino Configuration Tuner) can be run on to
evaluate settings? 

A. Domino 7.0.0 

B. Domino 8.0.0 

C. Domino 8.5.0 
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D. Domino 6.5.0 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Your development team has modified the client download site for Lotus Traveler. All of the changes, though, are not
being seen as the server is still pointing to the old directory and files. You have successfully modified the Home URL in
the Internet Site Document. Which of the following must also be modified? 

A. The servlet utilized by the Domino Web server 

B. The NTS_WEBSITE_HOME parameter in the notes.ini file 

C. Disable Internet Site documents in the Domino server 

D. Make TCP port 8642 available to all users to see the new site documents 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Users in your organization utilize Lotus Traveler for their mobile devices. They are successfully able to search for user
names and telephone numbers. What is the default number of returned results in their searches? 

A. 10 

B. 25 

C. 50 

D. 100 

Correct Answer: B 
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